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Current theories of classical conditioning assume that learning depends on the predictive relationship between events, not just on their
temporal contiguity. Here we employ the classic experiment substantiating this reasoning—the blocking paradigm—in combination
with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate whether human amygdala responses in aversive learning conform to
these assumptions. In accordance with blocking, we demonstrate that significantly stronger behavioral and amygdala responses are
evoked by conditioned stimuli that are predictive of the unconditioned stimulus than by conditioned stimuli that have received the same
pairing with the unconditioned stimulus, yet have no predictive value. When studying the development of this effect, we not only observed
that it was related to the strength of previous conditioned responses, but also that predictive compared with nonpredictive conditioned
stimuli received more overt attention, as measured by fMRI-concurrent eye tracking, and that this went along with enhanced amygdala
responses. We furthermore observed that prefrontal regions play a role in the development of the blocking effect: ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (subgenual anterior cingulate) only exhibited responses when conditioned stimuli had to be established as nonpredictive for an
outcome, whereas dorsolateral prefrontal cortex also showed responses when conditioned stimuli had to be established as predictive.
Most importantly, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity to amygdala flexibly switched between positive and negative coupling,
depending on the requirements posed by predictive relationships. Together, our findings highlight the role of predictive value in explain-
ing amygdala responses and identify mechanisms that shape these responses in human fear conditioning.

Introduction
In contrast to early accounts of classical conditioning (Pavlov,
1927), which assumed that the temporal contiguity of condi-
tioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (US) drives
learning, current theories highlight the predictive or informa-
tional relationship between CS and US (Rescorla and Wagner,
1972; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce and Hall, 1980). This is most
clearly demonstrated by the blocking paradigm (Kamin, 1968):
when stimulus X is presented together with stimulus A and their
presentation is paired with the US, learning to X will be strongly
reduced if A has previously been paired with the US. Thus, de-
spite being contiguous with the US, learning to X is blocked be-
cause A has already been established as a reliable predictor of the
US, and X is therefore redundant.

The blocking effect can be observed in various domains of
human learning, such as causal learning (Dickinson et al., 1984),
eyeblink conditioning (Martin and Levey, 1991), and spatial
learning (Prados, 2011), and has also informed neurobiological

accounts of learning in animals (Kim et al., 1998). In appetitive
learning, neural signatures of reward processing, such as re-
sponses of dopamine neurons in the monkey midbrain (Waelti et
al., 2001) and blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) re-
sponses in the human ventral striatum (Tobler et al., 2006) have
been found to be sensitive to blocking effects. In aversive learn-
ing, such a precise neurobiological characterization has not been
established: blocking effects have been demonstrated behavior-
ally in humans (Hinchy et al., 1995) and have been challenged
pharmacologically in rats (McNally et al., 2004), but there is no
direct evidence that responses of the amygdala—a structure cen-
trally implicated in conditioned fear (Davis and Whalen, 2001;
Maren and Quirk, 2004; Öhman, 2009; Johansen et al., 2011)—
are sensitive to blocking effects. Such a characterization would be
valuable though, as it would highlight the amygdala’s sensitivity
to the informational content or predictive value of conditioned
stimuli in aversive learning.

We therefore set out to probe responses of the human amygdala
by using an aversive blocking paradigm (Fig. 1) in combination with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In contrast to pre-
vious fMRI studies that demonstrated amygdala involvement in the
acquisition of conditioned fear (Büchel et al., 1998; LaBar et al., 1998;
Bach et al., 2011) or in the tracking of varying contingencies in
aversive learning paradigms (Gläscher and Büchel, 2005; Schiller
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011), our paradigm allowed us to manipu-
late the predictive relationship between CS and US while keeping
the contiguity (i.e., pairing) the same. We expected that amygdala
responses would be sensitive to blocking effects (Fanselow, 1998),
but also tested for such effects in cortical regions implicated in the
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acquisition of conditioned fear [dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(dACC) and anterior insula (AI); Sehlmeyer et al., 2009]. Impor-
tantly, our paradigm also allowed us to investigate the develop-
ment of the blocking effect, where we not only tested for
attentional mechanisms (Beesley and Le Pelley, 2011), but also
for involvement of prefrontal regions, given their role in associa-
tive learning (Sehlmeyer et al., 2009) and in shaping amygdala
responses (Phelps, 2009).

Materials and Methods
Participants. Data from 32 healthy male participants (mean age: 26.4
years; age range: 19 –37 years) were analyzed in this study; 34 participants
were originally scanned, but data from 2 participants were excluded, as
they were not contingency aware. Trait anxiety scores (31.5 � 1.2; State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory; Spielberger et al., 1970) and social desirability
scores [13.0 � 0.70; Social Desirability Scale; Crowne and Marlowe,
1960; Lück and Timaeus, 1969 (abridged German version)] of our sam-
ple differed less than 1 SD from the mean of the norm sample. The Ethics
Committee of the Medical Board in Hamburg approved the study, and all
participants gave written informed consent.

Study design. We used a within-subject blocking design (Rescorla,
1981) (Fig. 1) that has been used in several previous studies [e.g., eyeblink
conditioning (Martin and Levey, 1991) and appetitive conditioning
(Waelti et al., 2001; Tobler et al., 2006)]. The paradigm consisted of three
phases, in each of which participants were presented with visual stimuli
that served as CSs and painful electrical stimuli that served as USs. The
CSs we used were four abstract colored forms on a white background,
which had been used in previous studies on the blocking effect (Waelti et
al., 2001; Tobler et al., 2006). Each of the four visual stimuli was assigned
to one of the four CS types (CSA, CSB, CSX, CSY; see below), with the
assignment of picture to condition being randomized across partici-
pants. Electrical stimulation was performed using a DS7A stimulator
(Digitimer), and consisted of a train of three 2 ms square-wave pulses
(separated by 50 ms), which were delivered to the back of the right hand

via a surface electrode with platinum pin (WASP electrode, Specialty
Developments). The intensity was adjusted individually for each partic-
ipant before the experiment, with the aim of reaching a moderate level of
pain [corresponding to a rating of 5 on a numerical rating scale (NRS)
ranging from 0 (“no pain”) to 10 (“worst pain you would be willing to
tolerate in this experiment”)]. Each trial consisted of the presentation of
the CS for 5 s, the delivery or omission of the US at 4.7 s after CS start, and
an intertrial interval uniformly varying between 5 and 10 s, during which
a white crosshair was displayed.

In the first phase of the experiment, only CSA (100% reinforcement)
and CSB (0% reinforcement) were presented 10 times each, in order for
participants to learn that CSA predicted the US, whereas CSB did not. In
the second phase of the experiment, CSA and CSX were presented to-
gether 10 times, as were CSB and CSY. Both compounds (CSAX and
CSBY) received 100% reinforcement. CSA (100% reinforcement) and
CSB (0% reinforcement) were also presented separately in this phase
(each five times) to maintain the original associations (i.e., CSA �� US,
CSB �� no US). It is during this second phase that the blocking effect
should develop, as CSA already predicts the US (due to their pairing in
the previous phase), meaning that when CSX is presented together with
CSA in the CSAX compound, CSX is essentially redundant, as it has no
predictive value for US occurrence. As a control condition, we presented
CSY together with CSB in the CSBY compound: in contrast to CSX, CSY
is not redundant, as it now (as part of the CSBY compound) comes to
predict the US (note that our control condition corresponds to reduced
overshadowing; Hinchy et al., 1995; Vandorpe and De Houwer, 2005).
Thus, learning to CSX should be blocked, whereas learning to CSY
should proceed, although both stimuli are paired with the US exactly the
same number of times. This assumption was tested in the third phase of
the experiment, where CSX and CSY were presented alone (each 20
times; i.e., as single stimuli with 0% reinforcement). Their presentation
was intermixed with presentations of CSA and CSB (5 times each; 100
and 0% reinforcement, respectively), as well as CSAX and CSBY (10
times each, 100% reinforcement for both), again to maintain previous
associations. At the end of the experiment, each condition had been
presented 20 times. Throughout all phases, the conditions were pre-
sented in a pseudorandomized order with the constraint that no condi-
tion could occur more than two times consecutively. The location where
stimuli were presented was also randomized: while the presentation of a
single stimulus (conditions CSA, CSB, CSX, and CSY) could occur in
each corner of the screen, the presentation of two stimuli (conditions
CSAX and CSBY) would always occur on one side of the screen, with the
vertical position of each part of the compound stimuli randomized.

Throughout the experiment participants had to perform a simple re-
action time task, which allowed us to assess their level of vigilance: on
each trial they had to indicate via a button press whether the CS appeared
on the left or right side of the screen. Additionally, they had to rate the
level of fear/stress/tension they were experiencing when exposed to each
CS. These ratings were given on a visual analog scale (VAS; range, 0 –100;
anchors “Inexistent” and “Very strong”, respectively) at seven time
points over the course of the experiment: at the start of the experiment, in
the middle of each phase, between each of the phases, and at the end of
the experiment. Participants practiced the reaction time task and the
rating during several practice trials, in which no shock was administered,
and in which visual stimuli different from the ones in the experiment
were used. Participants were told that their response speed in the reaction
time task would not have any relation to the delivery of the shock (i.e., no
instrumental contingency) and were furthermore asked to fixate the
crosshair during the intertrial interval and to look at the pictures when
these were presented. After the paradigm ended— but while they were
still in the scanner—participants’ awareness of the contingency was as-
sessed. They were presented with each of the stimuli seen during the
experiment and were asked to indicate on a VAS whether they had re-
ceived a shock when a specific stimulus was presented (VAS range,
0 –100; anchors “Certain, that no shock” and “Certain, that shock”, re-
spectively; additionally “Don’t know” was presented in the middle, i.e., at
VAS value of 50).

To achieve a reliable blocking effect, we followed the suggestions of
previous behavioral studies that singled out possible contributing factors

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm, consisting of three phases. Abstract visual stimuli (dura-
tion 5 s) served as CSs, and electrical stimulation at the end of the CS served as USs. The structure
of the paradigm is similar to Tobler et al. (2006), who studied blocking in appetitive learning. In
the first phase (acquisition of conditioned fear), CSA and CSB were presented pseudorandomly,
and presentation of CSA was paired with US administration on each trial. In the second phase
(acquisition of blocking), compound stimuli were pseudorandomly presented, which consisted
of (1) the shock-predictive stimulus CSA plus an additional new stimulus CSX and (2) the non-
predictive stimulus CSB plus an additional new stimulus CSY; both compound stimuli were
paired with the US on each trial. According to the logic underlying the blocking effect, partici-
pants should learn that CSX is redundant, as CSA already predicts the US. This was tested in the
third phase (expression of blocking), where CSX and CSY were pseudorandomly presented alone
(i.e., as single stimuli; and were not paired with the US). Note that these stimuli differed
strongly in their predictive value regarding US administration (CSX, low; CSY, high), although
they had received exactly the same pairing with the US. During the second and third phase, trial
types of the previous phases were also presented to maintain previous associations. Participants
had to perform a reaction time task on each trial and were also asked at several time points
during the experiment to give ratings regarding the fear/stress/tension the CS elicited in them;
shock-expectancy ratings were acquired after the experiment. In addition to fMRI data, we also
collected skin-conductance, heart-rate, and eye-tracking data on each trial.
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(see also Shanks, 2010). First, we aimed to induce an elemental instead of
a configural mode of processing in our participants (Melchers et al.,
2008) by maximizing the spatial distance of the CSs that were presented
together in the compound trials, as suggested by previous causal learning
studies (Glautier, 2002; Livesey and Boakes, 2004). Second, we aimed to
make the transition between the different phases rather smooth, as sug-
gested by a previous conditioning study (Hinchy et al., 1995), to which
the following three factors were thought to contribute: (1) the fear ratings
that occurred between the phases also occurred within each phase; (2)
conditions from the previous phase were intermixed with the new con-
ditions; and (3) each phase started with the presentation of old condi-
tions before new conditions were introduced. Finally, we also subjected
our participants to additivity and submaximality manipulations, which
have been shown to support a robust blocking effect in both conditioning
and causal learning paradigms (Mitchell and Lovibond, 2002; Beckers et
al., 2005): before the start of the actual fMRI experiment, participants
were presented with two visual stimuli (different from those used in the
experiment), each of which was separately presented for 5 s and termi-
nated with a painful shock (the strength of which corresponded to a
rating of 5 on the NRS). Importantly, after each of the two stimuli had
been presented once, they were presented together and participants re-
ceived a shock that was perceived as twice as painful; this was the only
time this level of shock was administered [its strength was determined
during the earlier individual stimulation adjustment, where—after the
current level for a rating of 5 was reached (9.6 � 1.4 mA)—we increased
the stimulation and asked participants to indicate when the stimulation
would be perceived to be as approximately twice as painful (18.9 � 3.4
mA)]. Due to these three trials, participants should thus have learned that
(1) the outcome of conditioned stimuli is additive (i.e., if each of two
single stimuli leads to a moderate shock, their combined presentation as
a compound stimulus will lead to a strong shock; additivity manipula-
tion) and (2) that shocks stronger than level 5 could be administered
during the experiment (submaximality manipulation). During the actual
experiment, participants can thus conclude that CSX is not predictive for
the US, as the US paired with compound CSAX is of the same moderate
strength as the US paired with CSA (Beckers et al., 2005). While additivity
and submaximality effects are intertwined in our manipulation, it has
been shown that they exert a separable positive influence on blocking in
causal learning (Beckers et al., 2005). It is important to note that we do
not wish to make any claims on whether a causal inferential reasoning or
an associative learning account is the most parsimonious explanation for
the blocking effect (Shanks, 2010): while a causal inferential reasoning
interpretation could be suspected based on our description of the addi-
tivity manipulation (Beckers et al., 2006), it is important to realize that
associative learning models are also able to explain additivity effects in
blocking (Haselgrove, 2010).

Data acquisition. We used Presentation software (Neurobehavioral
Systems) for stimulus presentation and recording of reaction times and
ratings. Skin conductance responses (SCRs) were acquired with MRI-
safe electrodes (2700 CLEARTRACE2, ConMed) attached to the hy-
pothenar eminence of the participants’ left hand, using a CED 2502, a
CED micro1401 mkII, and Spike2 software (all equipment by Cambridge
Electronic Design). Due to technical problems, we were not able to ac-
quire SCR data from six participants. The stimuli were projected onto a
translucent screen at the end of the scanner bore using a video projector,
and participants viewed this screen via a dichroic reflector that allowed
infrared light to pass while reflecting the visible light from the video
projector. Eye-tracking data were acquired using a 60 Hz MRI-
compatible eye-tracking camera (MRC Systems) that was hidden behind
the mirror and mounted directly in front of the right eye of the partici-
pant. Eye movements were recorded using the software iView X (Senso-
Motoric Instruments).

fMRI data were acquired on a 3 tesla system (Magnetom Trio, Sie-
mens) equipped with a 32-channel head coil. Forty-two transversal slices
(slice thickness, 2 mm; gap, 1 mm) were acquired in each volume (repe-
tition time, 2.48 s; echo time, 25 ms; flip angle, 80°; field of view, 208 �
208 mm; in-plane resolution, 2 � 2 mm; GRAPPA with PAT-factor 2)
using T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging (EPI). Slice orientation was
tilted by 30° from transverse to coronal to optimize signal in

susceptibility-prone frontal regions (Deichmann et al., 2003). The first
five volumes were discarded to allow for T1 saturation. After having
obtained the functional data, we also acquired high-resolution (1 � 1 �
1 mm voxel size) T1-weighted images for each participant using an MP-
RAGE sequence (in one participant, the high-resolution image could not
be acquired due to technical problems). To allow for retrospective phys-
iological noise correction of fMRI data, we also acquired pulse and res-
piration data, using the vendor-supplied pulse sensor and respiratory
bellows; data from the pulse sensor were also used for investigating heart-
rate (HR) changes. Due to technical problems, we were not able to ac-
quire pulse and respiration data from four participants.

Behavioral data analysis. Behavioral data analysis was performed with
Matlab (Mathworks) and SPSS (IBM), using a threshold of p � 0.05, one
tailed in cases of directed hypotheses. Note that only the first 10 presen-
tations of each CS were considered in all the trial-wise analyses (i.e.,
eye-tracking, SCR, HR, and fMRI data), as this had two advantages: (1)
responses to the CS could not be influenced by other trial types in the
following phases (i.e., no contamination of responses to CSA and CSB by
presentation of CSAX and CSBY); and (2) extinction had not progressed
very far for CSX and CSY in phase 3.

Fear ratings to CSA and CSB were analyzed with a 2 � 7 repeated-
measures ANOVA with factors condition (CSA, CSB) and time (seven
time points); the same analysis was performed for ratings of CSY and
CSX. In the case of nonsphericity (assessed with Mauchly’s test of sphe-
ricity), Greenhouse–Geisser corrected results are reported. Post hoc
paired t tests were then used to compare responses to CSA and CSB (CSY
and CSX) at each of the seven time points, the results of which were
subjected to Bonferroni correction for seven tests. Shock-expectancy rat-
ings of CSA and CSB (CSY and CSX) were analyzed with a paired t test
(while this test is rather circular for CSA and CSB, as the only two non-
contingency-aware participants were excluded from all analyses, we nev-
ertheless report it, so that the reader can gauge the size of the effect). We
used Pearson’s r to test for a correlation between the strength of condi-
tioning (CSA � CSB) and the strength of blocking (CSY � CSX) across
participants; both fear ratings and shock-expectancy ratings were as-
sessed. While shock-expectancy ratings were given just once after the
experiment—and thus are a sensible index of conditioning and block-
ing—fear ratings were given at seven time points during the experiment
and thus had to be collapsed to create sensible conditioning and blocking
indices for this correlational analysis. For conditioning, this entailed sub-
tracting the first fear rating (which was given before the start of the
experiment, when CSA and CSB had not been presented yet) from the
average of the second to the seventh rating for both CSA and CSB and
then calculating the difference between these indices for CSA and CSB.
For blocking, this entailed subtracting the average of the first to the third
rating (which were given before CSX and CSY were presented either as
part of the compound stimuli or by themselves) from the average of the
fourth to the seventh rating for both CSX and CSY and then calculating
the difference between these indices for CSY and CSX. To exclude a
confounding influence of demand characteristics/social desirability on
all rating results, we also tested for a correlation between participants’
ratings and their social desirability scores using Pearson’s r. Reaction
time data were averaged for each condition and then compared between
corresponding conditions (CSA–CSB, CSAX–CSBY, CSX–CSY) using
paired t tests.

After the identification of blinks from the pupillary recordings, eye-
tracking position data were parsed using a dispersion-based algorithm
for detecting fixations and saccades (Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000). Fix-
ations were coded when the maximum dispersion within an 80 ms mov-
ing window did not exceed 50 pixels on the screen. Eye-tracking data
from seven participants could not be analyzed due to technical problems.
Two types of analysis were performed on the eye-tracking data: one
investigated the saccadic latency to each CS; and the other investigated
the fixation duration for each CS. The region of interest (ROI) for both
analyses was defined by a square of 125 � 125 pixels around the center of
the CS (CS size, 125 � 125 pixels). For both analyses, the fixation posi-
tion in the last 100 ms before CS onset was used as baseline. When this
fixation fell outside a square of 75 � 75 pixels around the center of the
screen or when saccades of �1° of visual angle were made in the baseline
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period, the respective trial was discarded. Similarly, we excluded saccades
from the analysis that occurred earlier than 150 ms or later than 1000 ms
after CS onset, as these are highly unlikely to be related to initial stimulus
detection. With respect to the fixation data, we calculated the cumulative
fixation duration on the CS within a time window ranging from 150 to
5000 ms after stimulus onset. Overall, we were able to analyze data from
57.5% of the trials for the saccadic latency analysis and 78.2% of the trials
for the fixation duration analysis. Saccadic latency and fixation duration
data were averaged for each condition and then compared between cor-
responding conditions (CSA–CSB, CSAX–CSBY, CSX–CSY), using
paired t tests. More importantly, we also investigated the fixation dura-
tion for the different parts of the compound stimuli, in that we asked
whether participants would fixate longer on the predictive part of the
compound stimulus (CSA in CSAX and CSY in CSBY). This was first
tested separately for CSAX and CSBY using paired t tests for each within-
compound test (CSA vs CSX in CSAX and CSY vs CSB in CSBY), but in
a second step we also formally tested for an interaction, using a 2 � 2
repeated-measures ANOVA. As these tests are especially affected by trial
exclusions (due to the small number of trials when splitting up 10 events
into two conditions), we wanted to ensure that the results of our statis-
tical tests were reliable and therefore also analyzed responses across all 20
trials of each condition. Responses were, however, highly similar (i.e., all
the reported results were also significant when including all 20 trials; t test
for compound CSAX, t(24) � 2.61, p � 0.008; t test for compound CSBY,
t(24) � 2.59, p � 0.008; interaction, F(1,24) � 7.88, p � 0.010).

SCR data were downsampled to 100 Hz and visually inspected for
artifacts. To remove possible artifacts related to electrical stimulation,
data were interpolated between 4600 and 5000 ms after the onset of each
CS. We filtered the data using a 1 Hz low-pass filter and used standard
procedures for analysis (Dawson et al., 2007), as follows: (1) on each trial,
the maximum response was determined in a latency window of 1– 4 s
after the start of each CS and was compared against the mean of a 1 s
baseline period before each CS; (2) responses below the minimal re-
sponse criterion of 0.05 �S were scored as zero; and (3) data were log-
transformed and averaged for each condition. SCR to CSA and CSB (CSY
and CSX) were then compared using a paired t test.

HR data—as obtained from the pulse sensor—from 1 s before CS
onset to the end of CS presentation were subjected to a real-time scaling
procedure (Velden and Wölk, 1987), which resulted in one HR value per
second [in beats per minute (BPM)]. Similar to the SCR analysis, we then
compared the maximum in the CS interval to the response during the
prestimulus baseline (i.e., 1 s before CS onset) and averaged the responses
for each condition. Note that although conditioned HR responses can be
both deceleratory and acceleratory, we were specifically interested in the
latter as only these have been associated with an increased state of fear
(Hodes et al., 1985; Hamm and Vaitl, 1996). Since acceleratory responses
have been shown to grow stronger over the course of acquisition (Hare
and Blevings, 1975; Fredrikson, 1981), we investigated not only the first
10 trials of acquisition, but also the second 10 trials, where such an effect
would be expected to occur. Similar to analyses of SCR, HR changes in
response to CSA and CSB (CSY and CSX) were compared, using paired t
tests. Similar to the rating analyses, we also tested for a correlation be-
tween strength of conditioning (CSA � CSB) and blocking (CSY � CSX)
in HR data, using Pearson’s r; this analysis was not conducted for SCR
data as they showed no significant blocking effect. In a post hoc HR
analysis, we also repeated the main comparisons (CSA vs CSB, CSY vs
CSX) for deceleratory responses, by comparing the minimum in the CS
interval to the response during the prestimulus baseline.

fMRI data analysis. fMRI data processing and statistical analyses were
performed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM8; Wellcome De-
partment of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Data processing con-
sisted of slice timing (correction for differences in slice acquisition time),
realignment (rigid body motion correction) and unwarping (accounting
for susceptibility by movement interactions), coregistration (between
EPI images and the skull-stripped T1 image), spatial normalization using
the DARTEL toolbox, and smoothing. We created two sets of functional
images: one was obtained by resampling the data to 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxels
during normalization and smoothing with an 8 mm full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel, whereas the other one

was obtained by resampling the data from a limited field of view (x,
�40:40 mm; y, �50:10 mm; z, �60:10 mm; all coordinates in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space) to 1 � 1 � 1 mm voxels and
smoothing with a 4 mm FWHM kernel. While the former analysis was
used for the examination of cortical regions, the latter analysis was per-
formed to investigate subcortical effects with greater precision (Eippert
et al., 2009; Gamer et al., 2010). Data were also subjected to high-pass
filtering (cutoff period: 128 s) and correction for temporal autocorrela-
tions (based on a first-order autoregressive model).

Data analysis was performed using a general linear model (GLM) ap-
proach. The first-level design matrix of each participant included sepa-
rate regressors for each of the six conditions (CSA, CSB, CSAX, CSBY,
CSX, CSY), which were modeled as delta functions at CS onset and were
convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. We de-
cided to focus our analysis on the well studied enhancement of CS-
related amygdala responses in aversive learning (Quirk et al., 1995; LaBar
et al., 1998; Paton et al., 2006) and did not investigate US-related re-
sponses, as evidence for the amygdala coding prediction errors in aver-
sive learning is scarce (Belova et al., 2007; Delgado et al., 2008b; Li et al.,
2011; McNally et al., 2011). Nevertheless, we wanted to account for the
variance induced by US-related responses and therefore created similar
regressors at US onset. As mentioned before, only responses to the first 10
CSs were investigated, which is why all conditions were split into two
regressors, one coding the first 10 presentations and the other coding the
last 10 presentations. Note that the correlation [in terms of cosine (cos)
and Pearson’s r] between the CS and US regressors did not exceed 0.21 in
any case and participant, with the maximal values being cos � 0.14 and
r � 0.09 for CSA, cos � 0.14 and r � 0.10 for CSB, cos � 0.21 and r �
0.17 for CSAX, cos � 0.19 and r � 0.15 for CSBY, cos � 0.20 and r � 0.17
for CSX, and cos � 0.19 and r � 0.15 for CSY. All these regressors were
also parametrically modulated using an exponentially decaying function
to capture the variance induced by responses that develop over trials, but
as our data did not exhibit the previously reported decay of amygdala
responses (CSA vs CSB) (Büchel et al., 1998), we did not investigate
time-dependent effects any further. Rating periods were also modeled,
with each button press during rating constituting one event. After model
estimation, first-level contrast images from each participant were used
for second-level group analyses, which were performed using one-
sample t tests. Contrasts created at the first level tested for responses to
(1) CSA versus CSB, (2) CSY versus CSX, (3) CSAX versus CSA, (4) CSBY
versus CSB, and (5) (CSBY vs CSB) versus (CSAX vs CSA). Similar to the
behavioral data, we also tested for a relationship between amygdala acti-
vation during conditioning (CSA � CSB) and blocking (CSY � CSX)
and therefore used the strength of amygdala activation during condition-
ing from each participant as a covariate in a second-level design investi-
gating blocking. We also wanted to investigate whether there would be
regions activating to both CSAX versus CSA and CSBY versus CSB and
therefore used a conjunction analysis (testing against the conjunction
null; Nichols et al., 2005) at the second level in a full-factorial model.

For each participant, we also created another first-level model that
contained the same onset regressors as described previously, but incor-
porated participants’ eye-tracking data as parametric modulators. More
specifically, for each of the CSAX and CSBY trials we quantified how
much longer participants focused on the predictive part (CSA in CSAX
and CSY in CSBY) than the nonpredictive part (CSX in CSAX and CSB in
CSBY) of each compound. These differences were then used to paramet-
rically weight the regressors for CSAX and CSBY, and the respective
contrasts were raised to and tested at the second-level using one-sample
t tests.

Finally, we used psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPIs) (Fris-
ton et al., 1997) to test for coupling between the prefrontal cortex and the
amygdala during the blocking acquisition phase, where the new learning
underlying the blocking effect occurs. In these analyses, the first-level
design matrix of each participant consisted of the following three regres-
sors: (1) the time course of the seed region; (2) the psychological variable
(i.e., a linear combination of onset regressors); and (3) the product of the
former two. Only the parameter estimate of the interaction term (i.e., the
product of the time course and the psychological variable) was raised to
the second level, where a one-sample t test was carried out. In each of
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these analyses (four in total), the psychological variable was represented
by the difference between CSBY and CSAX, and the time course was
obtained from one of the four dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)
peaks identified in the conjunction GLM analysis. As PPIs test for differ-
ential connectivity and results could in principle just be driven by effects
in one condition, we also performed “single-condition PPIs,” to quantify
the unique contributions of CSAX and CSBY to the observed results.

All first-level analyses also contained participant-specific confound
regressors in the design matrix, which were used to model variance of no
interest: one regressor modeled the CSF time course, another set of re-
gressors modeled cardiac and respiratory effects (using the method de-
veloped by Deckers et al., 2006), and a final set of regressors modeled
images contaminated by movement (using an adaptive velocity cutoff
with a criterion of either 0.2 mm/TR or 0.4 mm/TR; Gläscher et al.,
2010).

In all analyses, we used an initial voxelwise height threshold of p �
0.005 and an extent threshold of k � 10 voxels. Correction for multiple
comparisons using Gaussian random field theory was based on probabi-
listic maps of our target regions (obtained from the Harvard-Oxford atlas
and thresholded at 50%): amygdala, dlPFC (approximated by the middle
frontal gyrus mask), and ventromedial PFC (vmPFC)/subgenual ante-
rior cingulate cortex (sgACC) (approximated by the subcallosal cortex
mask, which is somewhat overly conservative as it also includes more
lateral parts). While the terminology used to describe this latter region is
rather inconsistent across studies, note that we were specifically inter-
ested in the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, as it shows a very prom-
inent involvement in various processes of human fear control (Phelps et
al., 2004; Delgado et al., 2008a; Klumpers et al., 2010; Nili et al., 2010). No
probabilistic maps exist for dACC and AI, which we therefore approxi-
mated by spheres (10 mm radius) centered on coordinates from a recent
meta-analysis of fear conditioning (Mechias et al., 2010). For the sake of
brevity, we only report the four most significant peaks in each region.

Cortical responses were additionally investigated with a threshold-free
ROI-based approach, in which the values from all voxels in the respective
ROIs were averaged per participant and condition (using rfxplot:
Gläscher, 2009) and then compared between conditions at the group
level using a threshold of p � 0.05 (one tailed in all cases except for the
sgACC, which sometimes exhibits decreases below the baseline); note
that this kind of test does not require correction for multiple compari-
sons across voxels as only the average of all voxels in the ROI is subjected
to statistical testing. This approach gives a summary measure of a region’s
involvement and can be seen as complimentary to the above-described
peak-based analysis, as it is unbiased (positive as well as negative voxels
contribute) and more sensitive to spatially extended responses; addition-
ally, it allows plotting of parameter estimates without being sensitive to
issues of circularity.

Results
Control of confounds
False or missed responses in the reaction time task at the begin-
ning of each trial occurred on only 1.7% of the trials, suggesting
good task compliance. There were no significant differences in
reaction times between the corresponding conditions (i.e., CSA-
CSB, CSAX-CSBY, CSX-CSY), which indicates similar levels of
vigilance; the same relationship held for saccadic latencies to the
target as well as target fixation durations (Table 1). With regard to
the rating effects reported below, we found no significantly pos-
itive correlation of any effect with social desirability scores (all
p � 0.356), making it unlikely that these results were driven by
possible demand characteristics.

Acquisition of conditioned fear
We first tested whether the acquisition of conditioned fear was
successful on the behavioral level, as this is a prerequisite for the
blocking effect to occur. A 2 � 7 repeated-measures ANOVA of
the fear ratings to CSA (reinforced stimulus) and CSB (nonrein-
forced stimulus) revealed a significant main effect of condition

(F(1,31) � 232.94, p � 0.001), a significant main effect of time
(F(3.0,93.2) � 38.86, p � 0.001), as well as a significant time-by-
condition interaction (F(3.3,100.8) � 32.71, p � 0.001). Post hoc
tests demonstrated no significant differences between CSA and
CSB before the start of the paradigm (p � 0.074 uncorrected),
but significantly higher ratings of fear for CSA than CSB at each
time point after the start of the paradigm (all p � 0.001 uncor-
rected; all effects survive Bonferroni correction for seven time
points; Fig. 2a). The shock-expectancy ratings obtained after the
experiment were significantly higher for CSA than CSB (t(31) �
35.56, p � 0.001; Fig. 2b), as were SCR (t(25) � 3.39, p � 0.001;
Fig. 2c); acceleratory HR changes were somewhat more complex
and only showed such a pattern in the last 10 acquisition trials
(first 10 trials: t(27) � �0.53, p � 0.700; last 10 trials: t(27) � 1.55,
p � 0.067, trend-level; Fig. 2d). In a post hoc analysis, we also
investigated deceleratory HR changes but did not find any signif-
icant differences between CSA and CSB, neither in the first 10
trials (CSA, �2.51 BPM; CSB, �2.40 BPM; t(27) � �0.28, p �
0.78, two tailed) nor in the last 10 trials (CSA, �2.31 BPM; CSB,
�2.42 BPM; t(27) � 0.29, p � 0.78, two tailed).

Moving on to the neural level, the threshold-free ROI-based
analysis of cortical regions (which does not require correction for
tests across multiple voxels; see Materials and Methods) showed
significantly stronger BOLD responses to CSA than CSB in all
three candidate regions [dACC: t(31) � 2.84, p � 0.004; right AI
(rAI): t(31) � 3.05, p � 0.003; left AI (lAI): t(31) � 2.88, p � 0.004;
Fig. 2e]; the same pattern of results was observed in the peak-
based analysis (Table 2). Most importantly, BOLD responses in
the amygdala were also significantly stronger for CSA than CSB
(MNI coordinates: 29, �7, �17; t(31) � 4.51; p � 0.001 uncor-
rected; p � 0.018 corrected; Fig. 2f). Together, these results dem-
onstrate that the acquisition of conditioned fear was successful,
which allowed us to test for possible blocking effects on the be-
havioral and neural level.

Expression of blocking
A 2 � 7 repeated-measures ANOVA of the fear ratings to CSY (non-
blocked stimulus) and CSX (blocked stimulus) revealed a significant
main effect of condition (F(1,31) � 13.67, p � 0.001), a significant
main effect of time (F(2.6,79.8) � 40.39, p � 0.001), as well as a signif-
icant time-by-condition interaction (F(3.5,108.8) � 5.99, p � 0.001).
Post hoc tests demonstrated no significant differences between CSY

Table 1. Control of confounds

RT SL FD

CSA 626 � 21 309 � 17 3065 � 257
CSB 630 � 20 299 � 15 3045 � 231
CSA vs CSB

t �0.43 0.73 0.30
p 0.673 0.473 0.768

CSAX 660 � 22 340 � 20 2677 � 247
CSBY 646 � 22 322 � 18 2667 � 245
CSAX vs CSBY

t 1.68 1.31 0.15
p 0.103 0.204 0.881

CSX 618 � 21 280 � 11 2924 � 250
CSY 611 � 19 287 � 13 2853 � 262
CSX vs CSY

t 0.83 �0.70 0.86
p 0.413 0.496 0.400

Shown are the mean � SEM for the three pairwise condition comparisons, as well as the corresponding t values
(df � 31 for RT; df � 24 for SL and FD) and p values. RT, Reaction time (ms); SL, saccadic latency (ms); FD, fixation
duration (ms). As these analyses served to investigate participants’ compliance and vigilance throughout the exper-
iment, all trials were included.
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and CSX before the start of the second phase (all p � 0.201 uncor-
rected), but significantly higher ratings for CSY than CSX at each
time point thereafter (all p � 0.002 uncorrected, all effects survive
Bonferroni correction for seven time points; Fig. 3a). The shock-
expectancy ratings obtained after the experiment were significantly
higher for CSY than CSX (t(31) � 1.80, p � 0.041; Fig. 3b). Accelera-
tory HR changes were also significantly stronger for CSY than CSX

(t(27) � 2.12, p � 0.022; Fig. 3c), but SCR did not show a significant
difference (t(25) � 0.65, p � 0.260); closer inspection of the SCR data
indicated that this might be due to the low level of responding pres-
ent at this late time point of the experiment (participants only
showed responses to CSX or CSY on 34% of the trials). A post hoc
analysis of deceleratory HR changes did not show a significant dif-
ference (CSX, �2.88 BPM; CSY, �2.55 BPM; t(27) � 0.97; p � 0.34,
two-tailed).

On the neural level, we tested for significantly stronger responses
to CSY than CSX in the three cortical structures of interest (dACC,
rAI, and lAI), as well as the amygdala. The ROI-based analysis indi-
cated no significant difference between CSY and CSX in all three
cortical regions (dACC: t(31) � 0.45, p � 0.328; rAI: t(31) � 0.40, p �
0.347; lAI: t(31) � 0.82, p � 0.210), which was mirrored by no signif-
icant results in the peak-based analysis. In contrast to the cortical
regions, the amygdala showed significantly stronger BOLD re-
sponses to the nonblocked stimulus CSY than to the blocked stimu-
lus CSX (MNI coordinates: �29, �3, �22; t(31) � 4.11; p � 0.001
uncorrected; p � 0.033 corrected; Fig. 3d). In a post hoc analysis, we
also tested for an overlap of conditioning effects (difference of CSA
vs CSB) and blocking effects (difference of CSY vs CSX) by using a
conjunction analysis (Nichols et al., 2005) in a full-factorial model.
We did not observe a significant overlap of these two effects at a
corrected level, but when lowering the threshold to p � 0.05 uncor-
rected, we observed some overlap between conditioning-related and
blocking-related activations in the amygdala (MNI coordinates:
�19, �2, �14; t(124) � 2.06; p � 0.021 uncorrected; MNI coordi-
nates: �28, �7, �18; t(124) � 1.68; p � 0.047 uncorrected).

Having demonstrated blocking effects on the behavioral (fear
ratings, shock-expectancy ratings, acceleratory HR changes) and
neural level (amygdala responses), we next asked whether the
strength of conditioning (difference of CSA vs CSB) would be
positively related to the strength of blocking (difference of CSY vs
CSX) across participants; note that using differential effects
should abolish any unspecific effects that might vary across par-
ticipants (e.g., tonic differences in heart rate) and could thus bias
this analysis. While no significantly positive relationship could be

Figure 2. Behavioral and neural responses during the acquisition of conditioned fear (CSA vs CSB). a– d, Significant behavioral effects were observed in fear ratings (a), which were obtained at
seven time points during the experiment, shock-expectancy ratings (b), which were obtained after the experiment, SCRs (c), which were obtained on each trial and averaged, and HR responses (d),
which were obtained on each trial and averaged (trend-level). e, f, Significantly enhanced responses were also observed on the neural level, as evidenced in dACC, rAI, and lAI (e), as well as amygdala
(f ). Coronal and transverse brain sections depict the location of the amygdala response, and descriptive parameter estimates show the amygdala response separately for each condition. The
activation map is thresholded at the initial uncorrected level of p � 0.005 for visualization purposes and displayed on the average structural image of all participants; the color bar denotes t values.
All error bars reflect the SEM.

Table 2. Peak-based analysis results for dACC and AI

Region x y z t p

CSA � CSB
dACC �4 10 42 4.39 0.007

4 10 34 4.29 0.009
�4 10 32 4.29 0.009
�4 8 38 4.19 0.011

rAI 38 26 �4 3.99 0.017
lAI �28 26 0 4.30 0.009

�32 26 �2 4.22 0.011
CSY � CSX
- - -
CSAX � CSA
- - -
CSBY � CSB

dACC 6 16 44 5.07 0.001
�6 8 36 4.46 0.005

8 12 34 4.44 0.006
�4 10 42 4.37 0.007

rAI 36 24 �6 4.73 0.003
lAI �30 24 �2 4.76 0.003

Interaction
dACC �6 12 30 3.98 0.016

�4 12 44 3.75 0.027
rAI 32 22 �8 4.09 0.013

38 26 �4 3.99 0.016
lAI �28 24 �2 3.63 0.034

Contrasts are listed according to the appearance in the Results section; the interaction contrast refers to �(CSBY �
CSB) � (CSAX � CSA)�. Coordinates are denoted by x, y, z (in mm; MNI space). The strength of activation is
expressed in t scores (df � 31), and corrected p values are reported. Peaks are listed according to increasing p values
for each region. - - -, No significant responses.
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observed for shock-expectancy ratings (r �
0.10, p � 0.293), we observed a positive rela-
tionship for both fear ratings (r � 0.31, p �
0.042) and HR changes (r � 0.51, p � 0.003).
Furthermore, thestrengthofamygdalaBOLD
responses during conditioning predicted the
strength of both right (MNI coordinates: 23,
�12,�12;t(30)�5.27;p�0.001uncorrected;
p�0.003corrected;MNIcoordinates:19,�6,
�12; t(30) � 4.31; p � 0.001 uncorrected; p �
0.028 corrected) and left amygdala BOLD re-
sponses during blocking (MNI coordinates:
�22, �4, �14; t(30) � 4.66; p � 0.001 uncor-
rected; p � 0.010 corrected; MNI coordinates
�19, �8, �19; t(30) � 4.24; p � 0.001 uncor-
rected; p � 0.027 corrected), i.e., the greater
the difference between CSA and CSB, the
greater the difference between CSY and CSX.

Acquisition of blocking
The design of our study also allowed us to
investigate the neurobiological mecha-
nisms underlying the acquisition of the
blocking effect (i.e., responses to the com-
pound stimuli CSAX and CSBY). We ex-
pected that responses in our structures of
interest (dACC, rAI, lAI, and amygdala)
would not increase from CSA to CSAX, as
CSX has no additional predictive value.
Conversely, we expected an increase in re-
sponses from CSB, which predicted the
absence of shock, to CSBY, which predicts shock.

Results from the ROI-based analyses in dACC, rAI, and lAI con-
firmed these predictions: when we tested for stronger responses to
CSAX than CSA, we did not observe any significant increases
(dACC: t(31) � 1.07, p � 0.147; rAI: t(31) � 0.45, p � 0.329; lAI: t(31)

� 0.07, p � 0.473; Fig. 4a,b). Conversely, when testing for stronger
responses to CSBY than CSB, we observed significant response in-
creases in all three regions (dACC: t(31) � 3.42, p � 0.001; rAI: t(31) �
3.18, p � 0.002; lAI: t(31) � 2.34, p � 0.013; Fig. 4a,b). To formally
test for a significantly stronger increase from CSB to CSBY than from
CSA to CSAX, we also performed an interaction analysis, which
revealed a significant interaction in all three regions (dACC:
F(1,31) � 8.95, p � 0.005; rAI: F(1,31) � 10.56, p � 0.003; lAI: F(1,31)

� 7.87, p � 0.009). Results from the peak-based analyses showed
a similar pattern, with significant BOLD responses (or their ab-
sence) in all three regions in the respective contrasts (Table 2; Fig.

4a,b). Similar to the cortical regions, amygdala responses did not
show any significant increase from CSA to CSAX, but unexpect-
edly failed to show a significant increase from CSB to CSBY. A
closer inspection of the data revealed that this was due to
amygdala responses being rather slow in tracking the change in
reinforcement: when investigating responses across all 20 stimuli
(instead of only the first 10), there was a highly significant in-
crease from CSB to CSBY (MNI coordinates: 31, �4, �19; t(31) �
4.97; p � 0.001 uncorrected; p � 0.005 corrected; Fig. 4c) and a
descriptive plot of the parameter estimates shows that the differ-
ence is already existent during the first 10 stimuli, but grows
much stronger during the second 10 stimuli (Fig. 4c). Most im-
portantly however, and mirroring the cortical regions, the inter-
action was significant in the amygdala during the first 10 stimuli
(MNI coordinates: 30, �5, �18; t(31) � 4.72; p � 0.001 uncor-
rected; p � 0.011 corrected).

Figure 4. Neural responses during the development of the blocking effect. a, b, A significant interaction (i.e., a stronger
increase from CSB to CSBY than from CSA to CSAX) was observed in lAI and rAI (a) and dACC (b). The coronal and sagittal brain
sections reflect the location of the responses in the peak-based analysis, whereas the parameter estimates were obtained from the
ROI-based analysis (parameter estimates for rAI are not shown). The cortical activation maps are thresholded at p � 0.001,
uncorrected, for visualization purposes and are displayed on the average structural image of all participants. c, Amygdala responses
(coronal and transverse section) stem from the contrast CSBY-CSB over all 20 stimuli. As shown in the descriptive plot of the
parameter estimates, amygdala responses to CSBY developed slowly (B1, first 10 trials of CSB; B2, second 10 trials of CSB; BY1, first
10 trials of CSBY; BY2, second 10 trials of CSBY). The amygdala activation map is thresholded at the initial uncorrected level of p �
0.005 for visualization purposes and displayed on the average structural image of all participants. All color bars denote t values and
error bars reflect the SEM.

Figure 3. Behavioral and neural responses during blocking of conditioned fear (CSY vs CSX). a– c, Significant behavioral blocking effects were observed in fear ratings (for comparison, responses
to CSA and CSB are depicted in gray) (a), shock-expectancy ratings (b), and HR responses (c). d, A significant blocking effect was also observed in the amygdala. Coronal and transverse brain sections
depict the location of the amygdala response, and descriptive parameter estimates show the amygdala response separately for each condition. The activation map is thresholded at the initial
uncorrected level of p � 0.005 for visualization purposes and displayed on the average structural image of all participants; the color bar denotes t values. All error bars reflect the SEM.
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While the above-described pattern of responses to the com-
pound stimuli supports our hypotheses, we were also interested
in isolating the responses associated with the individual parts of
the compounds (e.g., CSA and CSX in compound CSAX), as they
have different predictive values. Furthermore, our data had
shown that responses to CSY (nonblocked cue) were significantly
more pronounced than to CSX (blocked cue) and this difference
must develop during the blocking acquisition phase. In a first
step, we therefore analyzed the eye-tracking data and observed
that participants fixated significantly longer on the predictive
than the nonpredictive part of the compound stimuli (i.e., CSA in
CSAX: t(24) � 1.91; p � 0.034; and CSY in CSBY: t(24) � 2.20; p �
0.019); this effect also held when formally testing for an interac-
tion (F(1,24) � 4.92; p � 0.036; Fig. 5). Next, we asked whether this
higher level of overt attention to the predictive stimulus would
also be related to the strength of amygdala activation (i.e.,
whether we would observe stronger amygdala BOLD responses in
trials where participants fixated more on the predictive part than
on the nonpredictive part of the compound stimulus). We there-
fore parametrically modulated each of the compound onset re-
gressors (CSAX and CSBY) with the trial-wise difference in
fixation duration between the parts of the compound stimuli. As
expected, the amygdala showed significantly stronger responses
when participants fixated more on CSA than on CSX (MNI co-
ordinates: 19, 0, �18; t(22) � 3.34; p � 0.001 uncorrected; Fig. 5)
and more on CSY than CSB (MNI coordinates: 21, �8, �18; t(22) �
3.64; p � 0.001 uncorrected; MNI coordinates: 18, �6, �14; t(22) �
3.35; p � 0.001 uncorrected; Fig. 5), although these effects did not
survive correction for multiple comparisons. A descriptive plot of
the parameter estimates associated with each type of event
showed that there was virtually no amygdala response on trials
during which participants fixated more on CSX than CSA, and
that there was a negative amygdala response on trials during
which participants fixated more on CSB than CSY (Fig. 5); BOLD
responses were similarly strong on trials during which partici-
pants fixated more on CSA (than CSX) and CSY (than CSB) in
both compounds.

Finally, we investigated the involvement of prefrontal regions
(dlPFC and vmPFC) in the acquisition of blocking. When com-
paring BOLD responses between CSAX and CSA in the ROI-
based analysis, we observed significantly stronger right dlPFC
(rdlPFC) responses to CSAX [rdlPFC: t(31) � 3.08, p � 0.002; left
dlPFC (ldlPFC): t(31) � 0.43, p � 0.335; Fig. 6a]. Interestingly, the
vmPFC also showed a significant difference between CSAX and
CSA, but in the opposite direction, with parameter estimates in-
dicating a clearly negative response under CSAX [right vmPFC

(rvmPFC): t(31) � �2.17, p � 0.038; left vmPFC (lvmPFC): t(31)

� �1.97, p � 0.058, trend-level; Fig. 6b). The comparison of
CSBY and CSB showed significantly stronger responses to CSBY
in the dlPFC (rdlPFC: t(31) � 3.30, p � 0.001; ldlPFC: t(31) � 2.72,
p � 0.006; Fig. 6a), but virtually no changes in vmPFC (rvmPFC:
t(31) � �0.54, p � 0.591; lvmPFC: t(31) � �0.75, p � 0.461; Fig.
6b). The results of the peak-based analyses mirrored these effects
(Table 3). Next, we asked whether there would be responses that
are common to the change from CSA to CSAX and CSB to CSBY,
due to the new learning that occurs in both conditions. Using a
conjunction analysis [(CSAX � CSA) and (CSBY � CSB)], we
observed significant responses in the right dlPFC, but not the left
dlPFC or the vmPFC (Table 3; Fig. 7).

We then investigated whether the right dlPFC, despite show-
ing significant responses in both comparisons (i.e., CSAX � CSA
and CSBY � CSB), would exhibit differential connectivity to the
amygdala in the blocking acquisition phase. We expected a sig-
nificantly more positive coupling between dlPFC and amygdala
on CSBY than CSAX trials, due to the different type of learning
that should occur: while CSY (as part of CSBY) has to be established
as predictive for the US and should thus engage the amygdala, CSX
(as part of CSAX) has to be established as nonpredictive for the US.
Using effective connectivity (PPI) analyses—based on the four
rdlPFC peaks from the conjunction analysis—we observed that the
rdlPFC indeed showed a significantly more positive coupling with
the amygdala under CSBY than CSAX (Table 4), with the most pos-
terior dlPFC peak showing the strongest coupling; at an uncorrected
level of significance, this effect was observed for all four rdlPFC
peaks. To investigate the specificity of this finding, we also tested the
reverse contrast (i.e., stronger coupling under CSAX than CSBY),
but did not find any effect in the amygdala, not even at an uncor-
rected threshold. We also wanted to confer a certain degree of func-
tional relevance on these findings, and therefore asked whether the
influence of rdlPFC would occur in the amygdala region observed
during the acquisition of conditioned fear (right dorsal lateral
amygdala) or in the amygdala region observed during the blocking
of conditioned fear (left ventral lateral amygdala; these search re-
gions were created by thresholding the respective maps (CSA vs CSB,
CSY vs CSX) at the initial threshold of p � 0.005 and k � 10, multi-
plying the resulting images with the amygdala masks and binarizing
the result). We only observed significant results in the blocking-
related region (MNI coordinates: �28, �5, �23; t(31) � 3.30; p �
0.001 uncorrected; p � 0.020 corrected), but not in the acquisition-
related region. We then tested for the individual contribution of each
condition to this result and observed a significantly positive coupling
in the blocking-related region under CSBY (MNI coordinates: �29,

Figure 5. Attentional effects during the development of the blocking effect. Eye-tracking data (middle bar graph) acquired during the compound trials (CSAX, CSBY) showed that participants
fixated significantly longer on the predictive (CSA in CSAX, CSY in CSBY) than on the nonpredictive part (CSX in CSAX, CSB in CSBY) of the compound stimuli. When using these trial-wise differences
in fixation duration to inform the imaging analysis (as represented by the red rectangles and arrows), significantly stronger amygdala responses were observed on those trials where participants
fixated longer on CSA than CSX (left), and on CSY than CSB (right). Descriptive parameter estimates were also obtained for each of these trial types (by using rfxplot’s regressor splitting capability).
Activation maps are thresholded at the initial uncorrected level of p � 0.005 for visualization purposes and are displayed on the average structural image of all participants; the color bars denote t
values. All error bars reflect the SEM.
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�5, �24; t(31) � 3.68; p � 0.001 uncorrect-
ed; p � 0.008 corrected; Fig. 7) and a signif-
icantly negative coupling under CSAX
(MNI coordinates: �31, �2, �21; t(31) �
2.97; p � 0.003 uncorrected; p � 0.043 cor-
rected; Fig. 7).

Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated that be-
havioral and amygdala responses show
significant blocking effects in the context
of aversive learning. We furthermore ob-
served that attentional factors are in-
volved in the development of this effect
and that prefrontal regions play a signifi-
cant role by flexibly changing their cou-
pling to the amygdala, according to the
type of learning that occurs.

On the behavioral level, we observed sig-
nificant blocking effects in fear ratings and
shock-expectancy ratings. With respect to
autonomic responses, acceleratory HR
changes reflected blocking, but no such ef-
fect was observed for deceleratory HR
changes and SCR. The absence of a blocking
effect in SCR was unexpected and contrasts with previous behavioral
studies (Hinchy et al., 1995; Mitchell and Lovibond, 2002; but see
Davey and Singh, 1988; Lovibond et al., 1988). A potential expla-
nation for the difference in results between our study and the
ones by Hinchy et al. (1995) and Mitchell and Lovibond (2002)
might be the longer duration of our paradigm, as participants
showed a very low level of electrodermal response during this late
phase of the experiment, possibly obscuring a blocking effect in
SCR. Another autonomic measure of learning, HR acceleration,
did, however, show significantly stronger responses to the non-
blocked stimulus (CSY) than to the blocked stimulus (CSX). This
is especially relevant, because conditioned HR acceleration is a
sensitive index of the affective component in aversive learning
(Öhman, 2009), as it has been selectively associated with an in-
creased state of fear, as represented for example by emotional
ratings (Hodes et al., 1985; Hamm and Vaitl, 1996) and fear-
potentiated startle (Hamm and Vaitl, 1996), and can also occur
without awareness of the CS–US relationship (Hamm and Vaitl,
1996). A post hoc analysis of deceleratory HR responses did not show
a blocking effect, but also failed to show a basic effect of condition-
ing. It is also important to note that we observed a blocking effect in
shock-expectancy ratings, as these were given after the experiment,
when substantial extinction had already occurred to CSX and CSY
(Martin and Levey, 1991). While this speaks for the strength of the
blocking effect, fear ratings indicated that blocking was not absolute,
which is in line with the original finding that blocking is not neces-
sarily an all-or-none effect (Kamin, 1968). Importantly, at the end of
the experiment, fear ratings to CSX and CSB settled at the same level,
significantly below those to CSY. Together, these data demonstrate
that blocking effects in humans can be observed in multiple response
systems, ranging from the representation of declarative knowledge
of the contingency (expectancy ratings) over the subjective affective
impact of conditioned stimuli (fear ratings) to autonomic nervous
system responses (acceleratory HR changes).

Mirroring the behavioral results, we observed significantly lower
amygdala responses to blocked stimuli (CSX) than nonblocked
stimuli (CSY). This highlights that temporal contiguity is clearly not
sufficient in explaining amygdala responses during aversive learning,

but that a notion of predictive value or informational content has to
be invoked (Kamin, 1968; see also Egger and Miller, 1962). It also ties
in with recent animal studies demonstrating amygdalar dopamine
transmission being involved in aversive blocking (Iordanova, 2010)
as well as contingency-related but not contiguity-related amygdala
responses being involved in appetitive learning (Bermudez and
Schultz, 2010). We also note that the diminished responses to the
blocked cue occurred in the lateral part of the amygdala, at a loca-
tion that might correspond to the lateral nucleus, which is the
main site of plasticity in fear conditioning (Quirk et al., 1995;
Repa et al., 2001; for review, see Maren and Quirk, 2004). While

Figure 6. Prefrontal responses during the development of the blocking effect. a, b, Responses from the ROI-based analysis in
rdlPFC and ldlPFC (a), and in rvmPFC and lvmPFC (b). Responses were compared between CSAX and CSA trials, and between CSBY
and CSB trials. While dlPFC responses were significantly stronger for CSAX-CSA and CSBY-CSB, vmPFC responses were significantly
stronger only for CSAX-CSA; importantly, the responses in vmPFC were deactivations. Symbols denote significance; *significant at
p � 0.05; 	p � 0.058, trend level. Error bars reflect the SEM.

Table 3. Peak-based analysis results for dlPFC and vmPFC

Region x y z t p

CSAX � CSA
rdlPFC 42 14 34 5.26 0.001

50 16 36 4.58 0.006
50 32 30 4.47 0.008
36 18 50 4.40 0.010

CSAX�CSA
vmPFCa 6 24 �12 3.08 0.095

CSBY � CSB
ldlPFC �44 8 46 4.23 0.014

�42 12 48 3.98 0.026
�48 30 24 3.88 0.032
�46 20 34 3.86 0.034

rdlPFC 50 30 26 6.40 0.000
42 16 32 5.78 0.000
42 4 52 5.20 0.001
52 20 34 4.92 0.002

Conjunction
rdlPFC 50 30 26 4.10 0.005

40 14 32 3.94 0.008
46 16 34 3.56 0.026
52 20 34 3.55 0.026

Contrasts are listed according to the appearance in the Results section; the conjunction contrast refers to �(CSAX �
CSA) and (CSBY � CSB)� and tests against the conjunction-null (Nichols et al., 2005). Coordinates are denoted by x,
y, z (in mm; MNI space). The strength of activation is expressed in t scores (df � 31), and corrected p values are
reported. Peaks are listed according to increasing p values for each region. rdlPFC, Right dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex; ldlPFC, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
aNote that the vmPFC response does not survive correction for multiple comparisons.
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the amygdala might thus provide a good starting point in inves-
tigating aversive blocking, it would also be interesting to investi-
gate the interplay between the amygdala and the periaqueductal
gray as well as ventral striatum, since opioidergic neurotransmis-
sion in these structures contributes to blocking in aversive learn-
ing (Iordanova et al., 2006; McNally and Cole, 2006). A further
observation we made was that the strength of the blocking effect
in both behavioral (fear ratings and HR acceleration) and
amygdala responses correlated with the amount of previous
learning, replicating one of the original behavioral findings of
Kamin (1968) and again underscoring the role of predictive value
in learning. Contrary to our hypotheses, the blocking effect was
only expressed in the amygdala, but not in AI or dACC, which is
surprising given that responses of these regions to the compound
stimuli were perfectly in line with the development of blocking. This
would suggest that previous observations of AI and dACC responses
during fear conditioning (Sehlmeyer et al., 2009) only reflect CS–US
contiguity processing. However, there is also an alternative explanation,

in line with a previous report on differences in
temporal integration between the amygdala
and cortical regions (Gläscher and Büchel,
2005):while theamygdalawasslowinincreas-
ing its responses from CSB to CSBY, but
showed extended responses to CSY versus
CSX, cortical responses were faster in
changing their allegiance, and might
also have extinguished more quickly
and could thus have been missed in our
analysis of CSY versus CSX.

When investigating the development
of the blocking effect, we observed that
participants fixated significantly longer
on the predictive than on the nonpredic-
tive part of each compound, suggesting
that the predictive history of cues influ-
ences attentional processes. This finding
is consistent with previous reports on
enhanced levels of overt attention to pre-
dictive cues, as observed in blocking pro-

cedures in the field of causal learning (Kruschke et al., 2005; Wills
et al., 2007; Beesley and Le Pelley, 2011; for a more general per-
spective, see Hogarth et al., 2010), and extends this pattern of
learning-induced gazing behavior to the domain of aversive
learning. Although participants fixated significantly longer on
the predictive parts of the compound, they still showed fixations
to the nonpredictive parts, demonstrating that blocking is not
due to a failure of stimulus detection (Kamin, 1968; Waelti et al.,
2001). The observed attentional bias toward the predictive part of
each compound was paralleled by enhanced amygdala responses,
which is not only interesting with respect to the amygdala’s role in
attentional processes (Holland and Gallagher, 1999; Holland et
al., 2000), but even more so with regard to its involvement in
directing gaze to relevant features of the visual field, as demon-
strated by both lesion (Adolphs et al., 2005) and imaging studies
(Gamer and Büchel, 2009). These latter studies focused on facial
features, but, considering the amygdala’s more general role in
detecting and responding to relevant events (Anderson and
Phelps, 2001; Sander et al., 2003; Klinge et al., 2010), it is likely
that such a process also occurs for more abstract stimuli that have
been endowed with relevance via associative learning processes.
Alternatively, the observed amygdala responses might be second-
ary to gaze changes and could reflect an approximation to the
predictive value of the fixated-upon individual cues (Gläscher
and Büchel, 2005).

A further observation during the development of the blocking
effect was the involvement of the dlPFC, which showed significant
activations in both investigated comparisons (CSAX vs CSA and
CSBY vs CSB). It is tempting to interpret these responses as relevant
for the new learning that has to occur in this phase: while CSX (as
part of CSAX) has to be established as nonpredictive for the US, CSY
(as part of CSBY) has to be established as predictive for the US.
Previous studies would support such an interpretation, linking
dlPFC responses to accurate contingency tracking (Carter et al.,
2006) and to unsigned prediction error signals as observed in causal
learning studies (Fletcher et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2004). Yet, con-
founding factors such as stimulus novelty and stimulus complexity
were also present on compound trials and could thus account for the
increase in dlPFC activity (Turner et al., 2004). To dissociate
learning-related from confound-related dlPFC signals, we investi-
gated whether the dlPFC would show differential connectivity to the
amygdala, depending on the requirements of the predictive relation-

Figure 7. dlPFC–amygdala connectivity during the development of the blocking effect. The PPI analysis originated from a peak
in dlPFC (inside white circle), obtained from the conjunction analysis ([(CSAX � CSA) and (CSBY � CSB)]; left transverse section).
dlPFC–amygdala coupling is significantly positive on BY trials (middle coronal and transverse sections) and significantly negative
on AX trials (right coronal and transverse sections). Importantly, the amygdala peaks obtained from this connectivity analysis fall
into the amygdala region where blocking effects are observed (represented by the white circles). Activation maps are thresholded
at the initial uncorrected level of p � 0.005 for visualization purposes and displayed on the average structural image of all
participants; the color bars denote t values.

Table 4. PPI analysis results

x y z t puncor pcor

dlPFC peak 1 (50, 30, 26) �26 �2 �20 3.67 0.000 0.084
�25 �7 �23 3.42 0.001 0.138

29 1 �23 3.91 0.000 0.063
22 �12 �12 3.07 0.002 0.300

dlPFC peak 2 (40, 14, 32) �26 �6 �23 4.21 0.000 0.027
�15 �7 �21 4.13 0.000 0.031
�28 �4 �27 3.43 0.001 0.134
�24 �5 �18 3.01 0.003 0.279

16 �4 �21 4.01 0.000 0.050
22 �6 �18 3.30 0.001 0.203
27 �2 �28 3.14 0.002 0.269

dlPFC peak 3 (46, 16, 34) �15 �7 �20 3.41 0.001 0.139
�27 �10 �17 3.21 0.002 0.198
�23 �6 �17 3.08 0.002 0.248
�15 �2 �19 2.75 0.005 0.404

15 �5 �21 2.96 0.003 0.349
dlPFC peak 4 (52, 20, 34) �26 �11 �17 3.49 0.001 0.117

Significant peaks within the amygdala, as resulting from the PPI analyses that used the conjunction dlPFC (dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex, MNI coordinates listed in brackets) peaks as seed regions. Coordinates are denoted by x, y,
z (in mm; MNI space). The strength of activation is expressed in t scores (df�31), and both uncorrected ( puncor ) and
corrected p values ( pcor ) are reported; peaks that survive correction are in bold typeface. Peaks are listed according
to increasing p values, with left amygdala peaks listed before right amygdala peaks.
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ships: we expected a significantly stronger dlPFC–amygdala cou-
pling on BY than on AX trials, as on the former trials excitatory
learning takes place, whereas on the latter trials inhibitory learning
could take place (as CSX has to be established as redundant). dlPFC–
amygdala coupling—originating from a dlPFC region showing pos-
itive responses on both AX and BY trials—indeed flexibly switched
between positive and negative. Most importantly, the observation
that dlPFC–amygdala coupling was significantly negative on CSAX
trials suggests that blocking is not a passive process, but that estab-
lishing CSX as redundant involves an active inhibitory process, pos-
sibly mediated by prefrontal influences on the amygdala. As
acquisition-related and blocking-related amygdala responses oc-
curred in different parts of the amygdala (acquisition, right dorsal
lateral amygdala; blocking; left ventral lateral amygdala), we investi-
gated which part of the amygdala was targeted by the dlPFC and
observed that it was the blocking-related amygdala region. Since
the trials in which we observed dlPFC–amygdala coupling pre-
ceded the trials in which we observed the significant blocking
effect, we speculate that the dlPFC-mediated shaping of
amygdala responses plays a major role in establishing the block-
ing effect.

Because direct dlPFC-amygdala projections are rather sparse
(Freese and Amaral, 2009), it has been suggested that the dlPFC
exerts its regulatory effects on the amygdala via the vmPFC
(Phelps, 2009), and there is some evidence supporting this ac-
count (Delgado et al., 2008a). Directly testing this assumption
would require the specification and comparison of different
models of effective connectivity (Stephan and Friston, 2010),
which is beyond the scope of the present study. However, we
indeed observed that vmPFC (subgenual anterior cingulate) was
involved in the development of blocking, but its responses—
which were characterized by a significant deactivation—were
limited to the comparison of CSAX versus CSA. This selective
response is especially interesting given this region’s involvement
in the control of conditioned fear in animals (Rosenkranz et al.,
2003; Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006) and in both automatic and
voluntary forms of fear regulation in humans (Phelps et al., 2004;
Delgado et al., 2008a; Klumpers et al., 2010; Nili et al., 2010), but
obviously it leaves open the question via which pathway the
dlPFC-mediated upregulation of amygdala responses—as ob-
served on BY trials—is realized.

Some limitations of the present study are also worth mention-
ing. First, although we acquired eye-tracking data, we could not
analyze changes in pupil diameter (which frequently show signif-
icant conditioning-induced effects; Reinhard and Lachnit, 2002;
Kluge et al., 2011) because our stimuli were not equiluminant.
Second, the 100% reinforcement design used in combination
with a 5 s interval between CS onset and US onset led to a small
correlation between CS and US regressors, which might con-
found the comparison of CSA versus CSB to some degree. Third,
the neurobiological results obtained here might not generalize to
blocking effects in other domains (such as causal learning), where
similar behavioral measures are used (expectancy ratings), but
which likely have a different neurobiological implementation.
Fourth, it is important to keep in mind that our study used dif-
ferent behavioral measures than studies that investigated block-
ing in animals (Kamin, 1968; Beckers et al., 2006), and it would
therefore be important for future studies to take an approach that
can be implemented in both animal and human studies of block-
ing, such as measuring fear-potentiated startle in aversive
learning.

In conclusion, we could show that enhanced behavioral and
amygdala responses to conditioned stimuli are highly sensitive to

blocking effects and can thus not be explained on the grounds of
mere temporal contiguity, without referring to the informational
content or predictive value of conditioned stimuli. Such a mech-
anism is of obvious advantage in a constantly changing environ-
ment, and our data suggest that prefrontal regions contribute to it
by flexibly changing their coupling with the amygdala, based on
the requirements posed by predictive relationships. Together,
these data shed new light on the specific contributions of the
human amygdala to aversive learning.
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